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Megaman x 4 boss guide

Part Sigma in 48 (for each shape)16 (Mini bodies, third form) Form 1:4 (connector)6 (energy ball)9 (scythe dash)Form 2:4 (connector)9 (contact, scythe)9 (scythe spin)6 (scything release)6 (shoulder blade)9 (eye laser beams)Shape 3: (alternating between two shapes)Gunner Sigma:9 (connector)9 (laser beam)99 (laser
beam)Earth Sigma:9 (contact)9 (chomp)6 (shrapnel)24 (barbed wall)Mini bodies:9 (head spikes)6 (red head flames)9 (blue head ice fog)6 (yellow head electric ball) Repliforce are the idiots this Time! Now all that is left is to destroy the earth with the very weapon they made! - Sigma Sigma is the latest boss from mega
man x4. While Maverick Hunters and Repliforce were busy fighting each other, Sigma took control of the final weapon and planned to use it on earth, forcing X or Zero and the general to stop fighting to stop the final weapon before it could be used. Dialog In-Battle Quotes Are you ready for your last journey? (At the
beginning of the fight) Prepare to become space dust! (At the beginning of the fight) Quakes of terror! YOU'RE DONE! (At the beginning of the fight) Are you ready for round two? (when his first form is defeated) End! (firing his Clear Laser attack in second form) First form Sigma is revealed as the true mastermind behind
the battles and battles against X or Zero itself. Sigma's appearance is obscured by a robe, and he is armed with a beam scythe, resembling a Grim Reaper. This form can only be damaged by X's Rising Fire or Zero's Ryuenjin. Sigma uses his shot attack. Sigma constantly appears and disappears, attacking by swinging
his large scythe or firing several projectiles that crawl to the ground. The projectiles can be avoided by skipping them. When he shows up in the corner of the room, he will use a scythe attack that covers most of the room. It can be avoided by using Wall Kicks on the opposite wall. The best moment to attack Sigma is as
soon as he looks. Attack: Shot Attack (Avg攻撃) - Sigma releases projectiles that are either shot to the ground and spread out or are immediately spread out and move across the ground. Scythe Attack (鎌攻撃) - Swipe the area with the scythe. This can be avoided by quickly scaling one of the walls, as Sigma will always
appear on the opposite side of the arena where the player faces eg if the player is on the right, then Sigma will appear on the left, and vice versa. Second form After taking enough damage, Sigma's cloak is burnt out, revealing his new body. Although this is the same body, sigma recoves its health and changes its attack
pattern. Sigma starts by using Scythe Throw, which makes the scythe spinning around him. Afterwards, he uses Laser Attack, throwing the scythe at the player's current position. His following attack depends on where the scythe lands: Boomerang Attack if the scythe hits the floor, and Laser Eye if hitting a wall. He then
repeats his pattern. A good strategy against him is to stay close to a wall to avoid his attack and make the scythe hit the wall. When Sigma prepares to use his Laser Eye, dash jump to the wall behind him and attack him from the wall while he uses the attack. Attack: Scythe (鎌げ) - Sigma throws his scythe and it spins
around him. Laser Attack (Avg攻撃) - Sigma throws the scythe in the player's direction. After hitting a surface it will release laser beams above the surface. Boomerang Attack (Avg攻撃) - If the scythe hits the floor, sigma releases four boomerangs from the shoulders. They track the player, and then fly offscreen. The
(very small) safespot that can be used to dodge Sigma's Laser Eye attacks. Laser Eye ( Avg. 1999) - If the scythe hits a wall, Sigma fires lasers from the eyes, covering most of the terrain. However, there is a very small space only between Sigma and the wall where the player can only stay here to dodge the attack. Just
be sure to jump out afterwards, as the action of Sigma finished the attack can damage the player Third Form In its final form, Sigma controls several bodies. He has two main bodies named Gunner Sigma (ガ, Gunner Sigma Sigma Gunner in Japan)[1] and Earth Sigma (Avg., Earth Sigma)[1] and mini bodies shaped like
his head. He constantly changes between shapes, following the pattern of attacking with mini bodies, Gunner Sigma, mini bodies, and Earth Sigma. Mini Bodies Three metallic objects resembling Sigma's head, each with an element. The red head releases fireballs, the yellow head force, and the blue head has an icy
breath. Attack: Flame Bullet (炎弾) - The red head fires four sets of fireballs, in the player's position. Electromagnetic Bullet (磁弾) - The yellow head releases six bullets from the forehead, split into electrical currents after hitting a surface. Iståke (氷霧) - The blue head releases a cold fog from the mouth. It covers most of
the ground. Earth Sigma Earth Sigma is the body that appears at the bottom left of the room. It's a giant disfigured leader of Sigma. Attack: Spike Attack (Avg攻撃) - When Earth Sigma appears, spikes appear on the right wall and Earth Sigma tries to push the player to them. Slime Body (Avg. Quite difficult attack to
dodge,as there is a lot of it to avoid. Gunner Sigma Gunner Sigma using Tracking Laser. Gunner Sigma is an armed cyborg-like body that appears at the top right of the room. Attack: Clear Laser (薙払00) - Gunner Sigma fires a laser beam covering the entire floor. Tracking Laser (追) - Gunner Sigma fires a laser beam
in the player's direction. Damage data chart x zero notes for the first number is damage done with standard, uncharged shots; the other is damage done when the weapon is charged a little; third number is damage done when fully charged. A fully charged X-Buster shot does the same damage in all forms (normal
Charge Shot, Stock Shot and Plasma Shot). Any subsequent damage inflicted after Plasma Shot's first explosion is 1 unit per hit. For the eight special weapons, the first number of damage is done when the weapon is used in normal fire; the other is when the weapon is used in its charged state. For special weapons
capable of striking more than once, damage values on this chart are listed according to how much a weapon inflicts per hit, not the total amount of damage done. Those who strike more than once will be marked with a plus sign. For Soul Body, the first number damage is done with the hologram, and the second number
is damage inflicted buster shots fired from the fixed hologram; the fixed hologram itself cannot inflict damage on Sigma. Other appearances Sigma appeared with this body in Project X Zone 2, and this is the shape from Sigma costume in Dead Rising 3 mode Super Ultra Dead Rising 3' Arcade Remix Hyper Edition EX +
α. Rockman X DiVE Sigma first form, called Phantom Sigma in the game's official website,[2] appeared as the second Raid Boss, with some changes from his Mega Man X4 appearance. Attack: Phantom Sigma swipes its scythe in a straight line. This attack is identical to the Mega Man X4. After disappearing, Sigma can
reappear near the player to catch and cut his target with the scythe. If the previous attack fails, Sigma throws his scythe in the center of the room. After hitting the ground, it will continuously release laser beams above the surface. While the scythe is on the ground, Sigma will defe and release energy spheres in eight
directions a couple of times before picking up the scythe. This attack is based on two of Sigma's attacks from his first and second forms in Mega Man X4. If the previous attack is successful, Sigma appears in the center of the room and fires several energy balls at the player's direction. Other media Rockman X4 manga A
maniac is planning his next move. In the manga version of events, Sigma is first seen in an unknown, dark place with misty skies, where he sits with a dark robe. He says things are getting interesting with Repliforce and Maverick Hunters and starting to laugh maniacally as he begins his next plot. He hires Double, a
shape-shifting Reploid to infiltrate Maverick Hunters and join the 17th Unit where X is the commander. To turn Replicaforce against hunters, Sigma cooks up a plot to get them framed for a major Maverick attack on a city. He has Double secretly set the Mechaniloid Region loose on a giant city, causing millions of deaths.
After the Eregion is defeated, then replicate replicating equipment on stage next to Mechaniloid corpse to make it seem as if it was Repliforce that orchestrated mechanical monstrosity attacks. It works, and Maverick Hunters accuses Repliforce of the incident and orders that the organization be temporarily disarmed and
disbanded. Repliforce scoffs disarmingly as an insult to its pride, waging a coup against the human government for independence. Sigma, however, is only seen once and for all when Double reveals that it was Sigma who set the whole war up. Gallery Videos Mega Man X4 Zero Playthrough - Sigma (14 14) Mega Man
X4 (Zero) Sigma battleSigma gameplay - Super Ultra Dead Rising 3 Arcade Remix Hyper Edition Ex Plus AlphaSigma's body in Dead Rising 3.Add a picture in this gallery Trivia This is the only version of Sigma where he is fought in all three recent boss battles. While Sigma was fought in Mega Man X1 and Mega Man
X8 with three boss battles, the former had only been fought in the second and third battles (the first match was referred to Velguarder) and the latter only Sigma had been fought during the first boss fight (the second and third were instead against Lumine). In the PC version of the game, Sigma's first and second boss
themes are swapped around. If the player plays as Zero and gets to the third phase, Sigma will declare to Zero that Iris is waiting for [Zero], referring to Iris's death earlier. References Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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